Mr. Frank( Franklin) Hartung
February 18, 1934 - September 4, 2014

Comments

“

Oh my, our dearest Frank....I thought I was prepared to open this page and yet, here
you are with your huge, welcoming, instantaneous, heart warming smile - reminding
me of the gifts you bestowed each time we met. No doubt they were the same gifts
offered each one of your friends. Gifts they could take along at the end of their visit,
such as; the knowledge they were the most wonderful person in your life, knowing
whatever assistance they offered was uniquely skillful and had likely changed your
entire life for the better, and knowing they were instantly loved and immensely
appreciated for all of their efforts. You are one of a kind dearest Frank. Without your
smile and your hearty laughter, a deep void will need to be endured by the rest of us.
Aging can be quite humbling with all it's challenges. It can be complex and confusing,
usually unwanted and yet the most difficult aspect is just how unexpected it is once it
starts heading our way! With all of your additional challenges such as personal loss
and your own unpredictable journey with confusion, you, sweet Frank, seemed only
to become more loving, more friendly and more gracious....perhaps even more
gregarious...perhaps :)
Thank-you for those quiet moments early on when you shared the immense love that
you felt for your sweet wife, the love for your children and grandchildren, a few of the
special moments of your youth and the history of your career specialty and how very
proud you were of your "building". Thank-you for chuckling with me while reflecting
on your family pictures, I unexpectedly burst out laughing at your "fro" (perm).
Thanks for you! I know the people who came to assist you during the past several
years of your life have their own great memories whether they be the occasional
challenges or the fun-loving moments that YOU created. God Bless You and the
loved ones you have reunited with. Thank-YOU. With love, Carla Stone

Carla Stone - September 15, 2014 at 06:27 PM

“
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Renae DeBever - September 14, 2014 at 09:01 AM

“

Frank Hartung was born on February 18, 1934 to Joseph and Ella Hartung in Mt.
Vernon, South Dakota. He was the youngest of six children.
Frank met his future bride, Loraine Wurm, while rollerskating and quickly fell in love.
Frank and Lori were married on February 20, 1956 on a snowy winter evening. Frank
served his country proudly in the U.S. Marine Corps and was stationed in San Diego,
California. Frank and Lori raised their family in San Diego and became very involved
in their community and church for their entire lives. Frank and Lori were active in the
hotel industry for many years, and eventually purchased a locksmith business which
was very successful. Frank always exuded an outgoing love for people and this was
evident to so many.
Frank is reunited in heaven with his wife, Lori, and son, Gregory. He is survived by
his son, Douglas; daughter-in-law, Elydia; daughter, Renae; son-in-law, Gordon; five
grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.
Psalm 112:4

Renae DeBever - September 14, 2014 at 09:00 AM

